Photoactive yellow protein (PYP) is a member of the xanthopsin family of eubacterial blue-light photoreceptors. On absorption of light, PYP enters a photocycle that ultimately transduces the energy contained in a light signal into an altered biological response. Nanosecond time-resolved x-ray crystallography was used to determine the structure of the short-lived, red-shifted, intermediate state denoted [pR], which develops within 1 nanosecond after photoelectronic excitation of the chromophore of PYP by absorption of light. The resulting structural model demonstrates that the [pR] state possesses the cis conformation of the 4-hydroxyl cinnamic thioester chromophore, and that the process of trans to cis isomerization is accompanied by the specific formation of new hydrogen bonds that replace those broken upon excitation of the chromophore. Regions of flexibility that compose the chromophore-binding pocket serve to lower the activation energy barrier between the dark state, denoted pG, and [pR], and help initiate entrance into the photocycle. Direct structural evidence is provided for the initial processes of transduction of light energy, which ultimately translate into a physiological signal.
Photoactive yellow protein (PYP) is a member of the xanthopsin family of eubacterial blue-light photoreceptors. On absorption of light, PYP enters a photocycle that ultimately transduces the energy contained in a light signal into an altered biological response. Nanosecond time-resolved x-ray crystallography was used to determine the structure of the short-lived, red-shifted, intermediate state denoted [pR] , which develops within 1 nanosecond after photoelectronic excitation of the chromophore of PYP by absorption of light. The resulting structural model demonstrates that the [pR] state possesses the cis conformation of the 4-hydroxyl cinnamic thioester chromophore, and that the process of trans to cis isomerization is accompanied by the specific formation of new hydrogen bonds that replace those broken upon excitation of the chromophore. Regions of flexibility that compose the chromophore-binding pocket serve to lower the activation energy barrier between the dark state, denoted pG, and [pR] , and help initiate entrance into the photocycle. Direct structural evidence is provided for the initial processes of transduction of light energy, which ultimately translate into a physiological signal.
Elaborate systems exist in a wide variety of species to gather light energy and convert it into chemical energy or into a structural signal that ultimately leads to a biological response. The structural bases for these conversions are not well understood. The initial chemical step associated with photoactivity is often photoisomerization of a highly conjugated protein prosthetic group that may generate an altered signaling conformation. This is subsequently recognized by a diffusible or other messenger that delivers the signal to downstream effectors (1) . The best studied example is the generation of the meta II state of mammalian sensory rhodopsin by photoisomerization of its opsin chromophore and the subsequent activation of several molecules of transducin during the long half-life of the meta II intermediate (2) . We describe the early structural changes that occur upon absorption of light in a member of a particularly simple class of bacterial photoreceptors: the xanthopsins (3).
The xanthopsin from the photoautotrophic purple eubacterium Ectothiorhodospira halophila, known as photoactive yellow protein (PYP), is a small, 14-kD, water-soluble protein in which a 4-hydroxy cinnamic acid chromophore is covalently linked through a thioester to the ␥ sulfur of Cys 69 (4) . PYP appears to serve as the initial response generator in E. halophila for a light-initiated signaling cascade that leads ultimately to a negative phototactic response (5) . The biochemical and genetic details of this signal transduction process are, at present, unknown.
The chromophore is stabilized in the trans configuration as the phenolate anion in the binding pocket of the dark-state protein, denoted pG ( Figs. 1 and 2A) . The chro-mophore is completely buried with no atom exposed to solvent (6) . These properties contribute to the protein's characteristic absorption peak at a wavelength of 446 nm (4, 7, 8) . Upon photoelectronic excitation, PYP efficiently enters a fully reversible photocycle that contains at least two spectrally distinct intermediate states, denoted [pR] and [pB], each presumably associated with structural changes in the chromophore and its protein environment ( Fig. 1 ). The rate constants for interconversion of the intermediate states progressively decrease throughout the photocycle (7) , and therefore, the presumed signaling state [pB] accumulates under constant illumination that populates a saturated photostationary state (9) . Timeresolved x-ray crystallographic studies with 10-ms time resolution of the decay from this photostationary state confirm that the chromophore is in the cis conformation (10) as predicted by chemical studies (11) . The decay was shown to involve ejection of the chromophore from its binding pocket, displacement of the side chain of Arg 52 that closes the chromophore-binding pocket, exposure of the chromophore to the solvent, its protonation (10, 12) , and concomitant major rearrangement of the H-bond network that stabilized the phenolate anion in the dark state (6, 13) . The chemical and crystallographic studies so far have not identified the stage in the photocycle at which chromophore isomerization occurs, probed earlier structural changes in the photocycle, or indicated how the [pB] state is generated. These ultrafast structural changes in PYP that ultimately lead to the formation of the [pB] state are critical to its function as a photoreceptor.
The recent development of nanosecond time-resolved x-ray crystallography (14, 15) provides the opportunity to study the processes leading to the formation of the [pB] state in crystals of PYP (16) and, hence, to characterize early structural intermediates. The experiments were conducted at the white beamline ID-9 at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF), Grenoble, France, in a manner closely similar to that used to study ligand photolysis, rebinding, and protein relaxation in carbonmonoxy myoglobin (14, 15) . The photocycle was initiated by delivery of a focused, unpolarized, 7-ns laser pulse [full width at half maximum (FWHM)] at 495 nm to small crystals at 287 K (17, 18) . The structure was probed at a series of time delays after the laser pulse, ranging from 1 ns to 1 ms, by an x-ray pulse of 150 ps duration (ESRF single-bunch mode) or a pulse train of 1.8 s duration (ESRF 2/3-filling hybrid mode). Diffraction from the small crystals used in the experiment (17) was weak, and the structural signal expected was small (18). Complete x-ray data sets were therefore collected with roughly 14-fold redundancy and 10-fold averaging of each individual image (17) to yield accurate structure factor amplitudes and to permit outlier identification ( Table 1) .
We present results obtained at the shortest time delay of 1 ns that reveal the earliest intermediate in the photocycle identifiable with the current methodology. We associate this intermediate with the [pR] state. Structure factor amplitudes derived from Laue intensities were used to calculate a difference Fourier map with coefficients F 1 ns -F dark that reveals the structural differences between the earliest intermediate, [pR], and the dark, pG states ( Fig. 3) . The difference map contoured at 2.6
[where is the root-mean-square (rms) value of the difference electron density in the entire asymmetric unit] shows prominent features that are, as expected, largely confined to the local environment of the chromophore ( Fig. 3 ). The lack of any features on the aromatic moiety of the chromophore (Fig. 3) is, however, unexpected and indicates that this moiety remains buried and that its center does not undergo significant translational motion in the transition to the [pR] state. Several prominent features in the difference map indicated specific changes in the positions of atoms of the chromophore and its local environment ( Fig. 3 ).
We built several trial models for the [pR] state that sought to account for these features. Only one accounted for features in omit maps in which the chromophore is omitted. This model could also be successfully refined against the Laue data (Table 2 ) (19). Care had to be taken in refining a short-lived, unstable structure against such a small signal in the data, particularly because the standard protein parameters used in crystallographic refinement are derived from un- (31) , is accompanied by a red shift of the absorption maximum (7 ) . Biphasic thermal relaxation yields the second intermediate state, [pB] , with a substantial blue shift in the absorption maximum (7 ) . The photocycle is completed by protein-assisted, thermal, cis-to-trans reisomerization that recovers the dark state, pG (7, 11) . The biphasic nature of the interconversion between states suggests that thermal relaxation occurs via multiple pathways and that the intermediate states are structurally heterogeneous (9) . Therefore, we represent these states by square brackets: [P*], [pR], and [pB]. This figure displays the essential features of the photocycle; however, more complicated models can be envisaged. denoted N) that together indicate motion of these atoms. These data suggest that a "crankshaft" motion of the chromophore tail occurs upon isomerization that does not require a flip of its aromatic moiety; the initial structural changes in the chromophore are then seen mainly in its tail. Another prominent negative feature (-3.8; denoted O) below the ␣ C of Cys 69 suggests that the backbone in this proximal region (20) of the chromophore pocket shifts toward the chromophore. Such a backbone motion is required if the aromatic moiety at the opposite, or distal, end of the chromophore is pinned. Trans-to-cis isomerization must cause a contraction of around 0.5 Å in the overall chromophore length (as measured by the distance from the Cys 69 ␥ S to the phenolate O). A further set of features is associated with atoms of the distal region of the chromophore-binding pocket, near the phenolate moiety. Feature "P" on the 1 The rotation of the aromatic moiety of the chromophore in its plane moves the phenolate O toward the side chain of Arg 52 (Fig. 4B ). In the saturated photostationary state, the side chain of Arg 52 moves away from the chromophore and opens the binding pocket "hatch" (6, 10) . The refinement of the [pR] state shows that the guanidinium group of Arg 52 moves about 0.7 Å out of the chromophore pocket toward the solvent, consequently lengthening the Hbonds between its guanidinium group and the carbonyl Os of Tyr 98 and Thr 50 . Its bond to Tyr 98 represents the only direct link between the distal and proximal portions of the binding pocket other than those associated with the chromophore itself.
Photoisomerization disrupts the distal Hbonding network of the phenolate in [pR] and requires that the ␣ and ␤ carbons of Cys 69 move toward the chromophore to maintain stabilization of the phenolate anion by the H-bond to the Tyr 42 hydroxyl. This motion of the proximal main chain atoms is Table 1 . Crystallographic data collection and reduction. PYP dark and PYP 1 ns refer to data taken before or after the laser pulse. For PYP 1 ns , the laser/x-ray pulse had a delay of 1 ns. †R merge ϭ ⌺F 2 Ϫ ͗F 2 ͘/ ⌺F 2 , where F 2 is the square of the structure factor amplitude of an observed reflection, calculated by scaling the integrated intensity by a general scale factor, and ͗F 2 ͘ is the mean from multiple observations and symmetry-related measurements.
‡R merge ϭ ⌺ F -͗F͘/ ⌺F, where F is the structure factor amplitude ͗F͘ is the average amplitude from multiple observations. §R dark/1 ns ϭ ⌺ F dark -S⅐F 1 ns / ⌺F dark , where F dark and F 1 ns are the observed structure factor amplitudes for PYP dark and PYP 1 ns , respectively, and S is the scaling factor. All data were integrated to 1.5 Å resolution; however, only the data to 1.9 Å were used in structural refinement.
¶Completeness by resolution shells for singles and multiples combined. Cumulative completeness is also shown in parentheses. Binning is based on equal shell volume. , the carbonyl C of the chromophore tail adopts a highly strained, pseudo-sp3 geometry (Fig. 4, B and  D) . The H-bond between the carbonyl O of the chromophore tail and the amide group of Cys 69 is broken in [pR] as the carbonyl reorients and forms a new H-bond with the backbone amide group of Tyr 98 . In pG, the carbonyl O of the chromophore tail lies above the conjugated plane of the chromophore (Fig. 4C) , near the Cys 69 amide group. In [pR], the O is on the other side of the ring, H-bonded to the backbone amide group of Tyr 98 (Fig. 4D) . The carbonyl O cannot lie in the plane of the chromophore ring in the cis isomer without severe energetic penalties due to substantial steric hindrance between the O and ring Hs. In the saturated photostationary state representing [pB], the carbonyl O reforms its H-bond with the amide group of Cys 69 (10); thus, the transition from [pR] to [pB] must traverse this high energy barrier. This provides a structural explanation for why the interconversion from [pR] to [pB] is much slower than the interconversion from [P*] to [pR] (7) .
The regions of the backbone that move in the transition from pG to the [pR] state largely correspond to regions of nonideal secondary structure in pG. Helix C, in the distal region of the chromophore-binding pocket, is underwound at its COOH-terminal end, as evident in long backbone H-bond distances of Ͼ3.2 Å between Glu 46 and Thr 50 and Gly 47 and Gly 51 , which indicates that the backbone of helix C is strained in pG. The proximal backbone adjacent to Cys 69 is also flexible. The main chain between Ala 67 and Thr 70 forms two overlapping type III ␤ turns (22) that have elongated, main chain Hbond distances and nonideal backbone dihedral angles. The second ␤ turn also overlaps with a single turn of helix, identified by a canonical H-bond between the main chain carbonyl O of Thr 70 and the amide of Tyr 76 . The proximal and distal regions are the sole sites of protein backbone motion between the pG and [pR] states. The lack of strong interresidue main chain H-bonds in pG evidently provides PYP with the necessary flexibility in critical regions to permit the substantial structural changes that must accompany isomerization in a chromophore that is buried and completely solvent-inaccessible in its binding pocket. This feature plays a pivotal role in establishing an accessible freeenergy pathway between the dark state and subsequent intermediates in the photocycle upon excitation with blue light.
The flexibility in the chromophore and its protein environment is quite different in green fluorescent protein (GFP) from Aequorea victoria. Despite a strong similarity in the chromophore structure of the two proteins (23), the tail of the GFP chromophore is covalently locked in its conformation and evidently lacks the flexibility of the PYP chromophore and its binding pocket (Fig.  2C) . GFP does not have a photocycle like PYP, but converts the energy of the absorbed photon into highly efficient fluorescence emission. Several mutants of GFP derive enhanced fluorescence quantum yields from further restriction of the conformational flexibility of the chromophore region (24), thus hindering a thermal relaxation pathway and increasing fluorescence emission. In contrast, PYP has a low fluorescence quantum yield (ϳ10 -3 ) (25) and a high quantum yield for entering the photocycle (Q ϭ 0.35) (7, 26) . Flexible parts of the chromophore and its binding pocket in PYP may direct specific changes in conformation, thus allowing efficient entrance into a photocycle that provides a thermal means for dissipation of energy, whereas rigidity in the GFP chromophore and its binding pocket hinders changes in conformation and enhances fluorescence. If significant fluorescence is to occur, stabilizing structural elements must inhibit changes in conformation that would otherwise occur within the lifetime of the electronic excited states.
Strain in the chromophore itself is offset largely by maintaining the H-bonding networks that stabilize the polar atoms of the chromophore in the different conformations observed in pG and [pR] . Because the [pR] state involves conformational changes that lead to highly specific reordering of the Hbonds between the protein and the chromophore, [pR] may itself be a signaling state, and not merely an obligatory precursor to the long-lived and, hence, presumptive signaling state, [pB] . Although the half-life of [pR] is probably too short to bind diffusible second messenger molecules, there may be another PYP ligand in the signal transduction system that binds pG and has a substantially reduced affinity for [pR] . On formation of [pR], the ligand would be quickly released. Such a molecule may, by binding pG in the dark, play a role in photocycle quenching similar to the arrestin and rhodopsin kinase quenching pathway in mammalian sensory rhodopsin (27) .
The structure of PYP in the dark is cocked and ready for structural changes. Light provides the large amount of energy to promote isomerization, and thus pulls the trigger. ‡R cryst denotes the standard crystallographic R factor: hkl ⌺ F obs(hkl)  -sF calc(hkl) / hkl⌺F obs(hkl) , where F obs(hkl) and F calc(hkl) are the observed and calculated structure factor amplitudes of a reflection with indices h, k, l, and s is a scale factor. REPORTS www.sciencemag.org ⅐ SCIENCE ⅐ VOL. 279 ⅐ 20 MARCH 1998 hybrid 46-pole undulator (wavelength range of 0.3 to 1.8 Å) were used simultaneously to further enhance the x-ray intensity at the crystal. Single x-ray pulses were isolated with a microsecond shutter train (14) from the ESRF storage ring operating in single-bunch mode at a machine current of 15 mA. Laue diffraction intensities were collected on an image-intensified charge-coupled device detector ( Thompson; ESRF). To minimize systematic errors such as those related to x-ray absorption, we collected a dark data set for each crystal in addition to the photoexcited data sets. Data sets consist of 30 images taken at crystal angular settings separated by 2°through a range of 60°. Each image is a composite of 10 150-ps exposures accumulated on the detector before readout, to enhance the relatively weak diffraction data collected in single-bunch mode. No significant radiation damage was detected over the course of data collection. Data were reduced and scaled with the LaueView software package (28) . Laue reflections stimulated by several energies (multiples) were successfully deconvoluted and included in the final data set, which improved the completeness at low resolution and the overall redundancy. 18. Extent of photoinitiation. Optical thickness directly affects the extent of photoexcitation in the crystal. Crystals that are too thick will have a lower extent of photoinitiation and a highly nonuniform excitation throughout their volume (9 fined against the Laue data limited to 1.9 Å resolution to minimize the influence of error in the integrated intensities at higher resolutions, for which I/ I is low. All refinement processes used X-PLOR, version 3.851 (29) . The crystallographic refinement was restricted to only those residues that, according to inspection of the F 1 ns -F dark difference Fourier map and of several simulated annealing (SA) omit maps, appear to move in response to photoinitiation. The atomic positions refined are those of the chromophore; the three proximal residues Pro 68 , Cys 69 , and Thr 70 ; and the distal side chains of Tyr 42 , Glu 46 , Thr 50 , and Arg 52 . Once these atoms were identified, a difference refinement strategy (30) was used in least-squares minimization of the residual between observed and calculated differences in structure factor amplitudes. This approach gave improved estimates of structural differences by reducing model-error terms.
The chromophore refinement parameters incorporate information on the energetics of isomerization of the vinyl bond and charge distribution across the conjugated system of the chromophore (F. Zhou and P. Bash, personal communication). The energy function for rotation about the vinyl bond is given by E DIHEDRAL ϭ k 180 (1 -cos␦) ϩ k 0 (1 ϩ cos␦), where ␦ is the phase shift angle, k 180 ϭ 750 kcal mol -1 rad -2 for the trans conformer ( i ϭ 180°), and k 0 ϭ 500 kcal mol -1 rad -2 for the cis conformer ( i ϭ 0°). This relationship gives a two-well sinusoidal potential surface for isomerization about the vinyl bond that has wells of different depths. The deeper well is centered at 180°and corresponds to the trans conformer; the shallow well is centered at 0°and corresponds to the cis conformer. Difference refinement and inspection of SA omit maps were repeated for several occupancy values (10, 15, and 20%) for the extent of photoinitiation in crystals in the range anticipated from microspectroscopic measurements (18). A random 10% sample of the data was retained for use in calcu- 
